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A paranormal mystery by USA Today bestselling author Gretchen Galway. On the eve
of the winter solstice, reckless witches
invite demons into the enchanted town of
Silverpool. Can Alma find a human murderer
amid the magical mayhem? Alma is a witch
with an Incurable Inability to kill. That
can be inconvenient in a world of demons,
Shadow magic, and murder. Luckily Alma has
discovered she has unusual, remarkable
talents of her own. And they’re getting
stronger. When her quiet town is inundated
with witch tourists looking for demon
thrills on the winter solstice, Alma is
compelled to act. Using her gifts of fairy
sight and shape-shifting, she helps
Raynor, the new Protector, hunt down
magical trouble. But then a witch turns up
dead—not at the hand of a demon, but a
human being. Soon after, there’s another
body. Can Alma find the murderer in the
mayhem—or will she be the next victim?
The justification for this fresh book is
that the English persecution of witches
was overwhelmingly a secular legal
phenomenon, rather than the result of
popular or ecclesiastical action. Prior to
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it becoming a secular crime, it appears to
have been of little significance. With its
decriminalisation (both de facto and de
jure), it gradually died out as a topic of
concern. This book is aimed at remedying a
lacuna in recent scholarship by making a
proper examination of the subject in its
legal context, as well as providing a more
general history of the phenomenon.
Hadley Hunter has lived a normal life, in
a normal suburb, with a normal job and a
normal father. All that changes when a
grandmother she didn't even know existed
dies and leaves her a fabulous lighthouse
on Moonstone Bay Island. Hadley, ready for
an adventure, decides to check things out
and finds herself plunged into a world she
never envisioned. From the naked woman
swimming in the ocean outside her back
door, to the hot sheriff who seems to be
hiding a secret, Hadley is intrigued from
the start. That's before magical things
start happening - including to Hadley and a body washes up on the beach. It
seems Moonstone Bay has a killer on the
loose ... and he may be stalking Hadley,
although no one can figure out why. Things
are about to spiral for Moonstone Bay's
newest reluctant - and baffled - witch.
She has to learn about the past,
investigate the present and hold on to her
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future for dear life. Along the way she
will meet a bevy of new friends who have a
few particular abilities ... and a lot of
really odd quirks. Set sail for adventure,
because once you visit Moonstone Bay,
you'll never be the same again.
Reproduction of the original: The Witches
of New York by K. Philander Doesticks
Witchy Whiskers
The Wonders of the Invisible World
Embrace the Witch Within
Witches and Witch-Hunts
The Last Apprentice: Revenge of the Witch
(Book 1)
The Devil's Disciples
Contains excerpts of another Ruth Chew tale.
A successful caterer in Bascomb, North Carolina, Claire
has always remained tied to the long and magical legacy
of the Waverly family, until her peaceful life is transformed
by Tyler Hughes, an art teacher and new next-door
neighbor, and by the return of her prodigal sister, Sydney,
who has arrived with her five-year-old daughter, Bay. A
first novel. 75,000 first printing.
This is the first major study of the most famous Reclaiming
Witch community, founded in 1979 in San Francisco,
written by an author who herself participated in a coven for
ten years. Jone Salomonsen describes and examines the
communal and ritual practices of Reclaiming, asking how
these promote personal growth and cultural-religious
change.
Shortlisted for the 2008 Katharine Briggs Award. For
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centuries the witch has been a powerful figure in the
European imagination; but the creation of this figure has
been hidden from our view. Charles Zika’s groundbreaking
study investigates how the visual image of the witch was
created in late fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Europe. He
charts the development of the witch as a new visual
subject, showing how the traditional imagery of magic and
sorcery of medieval Europe was transformed into the
sensationalist depictions of witches in the pamphlets and
prints of the sixteenth century. This book shows how
artists and printers across the period developed key visual
codes for witchcraft, such as the cauldron and the riding of
animals. It demonstrates how influential these were in
creating a new iconography for representing witchcraft
incorporating themes such as the power of female
sexuality, male fantasy, moral reform, divine providence
and punishment, the superstitions of non-Christian
peoples and the cannibalism of the new world. Lavishly
illustrated and encompassing in its approach, The
Appearance of Witchcraftis the first systematic study of
the visual representation of witchcraft in the later fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. It will give the reader a unique
insight into how the image of the witch evolved in the early
modern world.
Fae of Calaveras #1
An Enchanted Bay Mystery
The Witches of New York
The Girl Who Drank the Moon (Winner of the 2017
Newbery Medal)
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
Witch Craze
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"The witches' advocate" referencia al
inquisidor Alonso de Salazar.
Alex and Conner Bailey have not been back to
the magical Land of Stories since their
adventures in The Wishing Spell ended. But
one night, they learn the famed Enchantress
has kidnapped their mother. Against the will
of their grandmother (the one and only Fairy
Godmother), the twins must find their own way
into the Land of Stories to rescue their
mother and save the fairy tale world from the
greatest threat it's ever faced.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Cleopatra, the #1 national bestseller,
unpacks the mystery of the Salem Witch
Trials. It began in 1692, over an
exceptionally raw Massachusetts winter, when
a minister's daughter began to scream and
convulse. It ended less than a year later,
but not before 19 men and women had been
hanged and an elderly man crushed to death.
The panic spread quickly, involving the most
educated men and prominent politicians in the
colony. Neighbors accused neighbors, parents
and children each other. Aside from suffrage,
the Salem Witch Trials represent the only
moment when women played the central role in
American history. In curious ways, the trials
would shape the future republic. As
psychologically thrilling as it is
historically seminal, THE WITCHES is Stacy
Schiff's account of this fantastical storythe first great American mystery unveiled
fully for the first time by one of our most
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acclaimed historians.
“This spellbinding fantasy begs for a cozy
chair and several hours of uninterrupted
reading time.” —The Washington Post When Ned
and his identical twin brother tumble from
their raft into a raging river, only Ned
survives. Villagers are convinced the wrong
boy lived. Across the forest that borders
Ned’s village, Áine, the daughter of the
Bandit King, is haunted by her mother’s last
words: “The wrong boy will save your life,
and you will save his.” When the Bandit King
comes to steal the magic Ned’s mother, a
witch, is meant to protect, Áine and Ned
meet. Can they trust each other long enough
to cross a dangerous enchanted forest and
stop the war about to boil over between their
two kingdoms? “Barnhill is a fantasist on the
order of Neil Gaiman.” —Minneapolis Star
Tribune “[The Witch’s Boy] should open young
readers’ eyes to something that is all around
them in the very world we live in: the magic
of words.” —The New York Times “This is a
book to treasure.” —Nerdy Book Club A
Washington Post Best Book of 2014 A
Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2014 A Kirkus
Reviews Best Children’s Book of 2014 A
Chicago Public Library “Best of the Best”
2014
A Spell for Trouble
The Appearance of Witchcraft
The DVD-laser Disc Newsletter
Witches
The Witches
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Spell Booked

Bren is fearful of having the girl of his dreams meet his
family of witches, but after a school production of
Macbeth which is attended by his family who cause
startling effects, he realizes a meeting has already taken
place.
Fans of Ellery Adams and Heather Blake will be
charmed by Esme Addison's new Enchanted Bay
mystery series. Aleksandra Daniels hasn't set foot in the
quiet seaside town of Bellamy Bay, North Carolina in
over twenty years. Ever since her mother's tragic death,
her father has mysteriously forbidden her from visiting
her aunt and cousins. But on a whim, Alex accepts an
invitation to visit her estranged relatives and to help
them in their family business: an herbal apothecary
known for its remarkably potent teas, salves, and folk
remedies. Bellamy Bay doesn't look like trouble, but this
is a town that harbors dark secrets. Alex discovers that
her own family is at the center of salacious town gossip,
and that they are rumored to be magical healers
descended from mermaids. She brushes this off as
nonsense until a local is poisoned and her aunt Lidia is
arrested for the crime. Alex is certain Lidia is being
framed, and she resolves to find out why. Alex's
investigation unearths stories that some have gone to
desperate lengths to conceal: forbidden affairs, family
rivalries, and the truth about Alex's own ancestry. And
when the case turns deadly, Alex learns that not only
are these secrets worth hiding, but they may even be
worth killing for.
The annual Mermaid Festival is the setting for Esme
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Addison's sunny-yet-sinister second Enchanted Bay
mystery, perfect for fans of Heather Blake and Bailey
Cates. The small town of Bellamy Bay has its share of
skeletons in its closet, but it isn't used to bodies turning
up in the local history museum. After all, this coastal
North Carolina town is much like any other...except, of
course, for the mermaids. Helping to run the family
business, an herbal apothecary, while keeping her
supernatural secret hidden is no easy feat for water
witch Aleksandra Daniels. But somehow she's still
found time to help her friend Celeste, who has her own
Caribbean mermaid heritage, plan the annual Mermaid
Festival. As fun-seekers throng the beaches, Alex gets
to know and is intrigued by renowned artist Neve
Ryland, who's in town to decorate the local park with a
mermaid-themed mural. Celeste, however, is less
enamored with the artist, as Neve has been spending
entirely too much one-on-one time with her boyfriend
Jasper, director of Bellamy Bay's history museum. Then,
a reception for Neve ends abruptly when the artist is
found dead in his office. When the police investigation
nets Celeste, Alex decides to find the true culprit. With
the help of her magically-inclined aunt and cousins,
Alex dives in to clear her friend's name. But there was
more to Neve Ryland than met the eye...and Alex fears
she may be in way too deep. Will she catch the crook or
be next on the hook?
Everywhere, the witches are rising. Are you ready to
answer the call and embrace your own inner witch? In
this book, Indigenous seer, healer, and spirit
communicator Juliet Diaz guides you on a journey to
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connect with the Magick within you. She explains how
to cast off what doesn't serve you, unleash your
authentic self, and become an embodiment of your
truth. You'll also learn the skills and techniques you
need to build your own Magickal craft. Within these
enchanted pages you'll discover how to: - Connect with
the power of your inner witch Create spells, potions,
and rituals for love, protection, healing, manifestation
and more - Amplify your energy by working with a Book
of Shadows Create an altar and decorate it according to
the seasons Work with the Moon and the Seasons of the
Witch - Connect with your ancestors to receive their
wisdom Filled with Magick, inspiration, and love,
Witchery is your guide and companion on a wickedly
delicious journey to true self-empowerment.
Basque Witchcraft and the Spanish Inquisition,
1609-1614
The Witch's Boy
(Sonoma Witches #4) (Urban Fantasy, Witch Mystery,
Supernatural Suspense)
The Lighthouse Witches
The Enchantress Returns
Light My Firecracker

"Brujas, Witches of Color are ancestral magical beings
and the world we live in has tried to silence our voices. . .
. This book is such a beautiful tribute to the different
stories and experiences we go through as brujas. . . .
Amplify the voice of Witches of Color by reading their
stories." —Juliet Diaz, author of Witchery and Plant
Witchery There is a new kind of witch emerging in our
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cultural consciousness: the bruja. Witchcraft has made a
comeback in popular culture, especially among feminists.
A growing subculture of BIPOC witches, led by AfroCaribbean immigrants, Indigenous Americans, and other
witches of color, is reclaiming their ancestral traditions
and contributing their voices to the feminist witchcraft of
today. Brujas chronicles the magical lives of these
practitioners as they develop their healing arts, express
their progressive politics, and extend their personal rituals
into community activism. They are destigmatizing the
"witch" of their ancestries and bringing persecuted
traditions to the open to challenge cultural appropriation
and spiritual consumerism. Part memoir, part ritual guide,
Brujas empowers readers to decolonize their spiritual
practices and connect with their own ancestors. Brujas
reminds us that witchcraft is more than a trend—it's a
movement.
She wanted her freedom. Her mother wanted to keep her
safe. But if her mother is the more powerful witch, how
can Rosa ever break free? Teen witch Rosa thought she
had a happy family. But after her mother convinces her
that sixteen is too young to start dating, she’s not so sure.
Why does Mom win every argument when Rosa fights for
her independence? Why do her father and sister listen to
Mom’s opinions on everything? Maybe they give up too
easily, or there’s something more sinister at work. As she
investigates her own house, Rosa finds hidden spells
everywhere, each one with creepy powers. Her mother
sees nothing wrong with invading their privacy, from
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tracking their movements to reading private diaries.
That’s dangerous when Rosa has a secret she’s afraid to
tell—she’s bisexual. But when Rosa tries to confront her
mother, her own mind betrays her. To break the spells,
Rosa will need help from her friends, both magical and
human, along with her strange Fae mentor. But if she
learns the truth, will her mother’s dark secrets tear her
family apart? Small Town Witch is the first book in an
urban fantasy series for teens. If you like teen witches,
sarcastic Fae, and family drama, then you’ll enjoy Kristen
S. Walker’s stories of fantasy that takes flight.
A Most Anticipated Novel by Pop Sugar * Book Riot *
Betches * Bustle * and more! "Utterly
spellbinding....Witchcraft meets thriller."--Pop Sugar Two
sisters go missing on a remote Scottish island. Twenty
years later, one is found--but she's still the same age as
when she disappeared. The secrets of witches have
reached across the centuries in this chilling Gothic thriller
from the author of the acclaimed The Nesting. When
single mother Liv is commissioned to paint a mural in a
100-year-old lighthouse on a remote Scottish island, it's an
opportunity to start over with her three daughters--Luna,
Sapphire, and Clover. When two of her daughters go
missing, she's frantic. She learns that the cave beneath the
lighthouse was once a prison for women accused of
witchcraft. The locals warn her about wildlings,
supernatural beings who mimic human children, created
by witches for revenge. Liv is told wildlings are
dangerous and must be killed. Twenty-two years later,
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Luna has been searching for her missing sisters and
mother. When she receives a call about her youngest
sister, Clover, she's initially ecstatic. Clover is the sister
she remembers--except she's still seven years old, the age
she was when she vanished. Luna is worried Clover is a
wildling. Luna has few memories of her time on the
island, but she'll have to return to find the truth of what
happened to her family. But she doesn't realize just how
much the truth will change her.
Being the new dark witch in town isn't what it's cracked
up to be...or so Lily Sweet finds out in the second book of
the Lily Sweet Mysteries.Lily is settling into her new life
in Sweet Briar, Georgia, fixing up her art studio and
trying to stay out of trouble. But it looks like trouble finds
her anyway in the form of one irate librarian named Edith
Plank. When Lily's great-grandmother passively
antagonizes Edith over her draconian rules at the village
library, and her bully tactics over her hapless assistant
Martha, Lily inadvertently gets drawn into the hullaballoo.
Especially when confronted by Edith at the local cafe,
even though Lily had never met the woman nor set foot in
her library!Things go from bad to worse when Edith
winds up dead under the very aged wood boards Lily
chose to build shelving in her new studio. Needing to
clear her name and Martha's, Lily goes on another
sleuthing mission with her cousin Andrea and other
members of her family and friends. Throw in mysterious
happenings at the local watering hole where generations
of Sweet Briar residents would cool off in the hot summer
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months and the appearance of an enigmatic feline, and
Lily has her hands full trying to solve another mystery and
keep her cool as her dark witch abilities seem to be getting
her deeper and deeper in the very trouble she has been
trying to avoid.
Hedgewitch
Witchcraft and Witch Trials
The Reclaiming Witches of San Francisco
A Hex for Danger
Brujas
Approaching the subject as a legal and social
historian, Peter Charles Hoffer offers a fresh look
at the Salem outbreak based on recent studies of
panic rumors, teen hysteria, child abuse, and
intrafamily relations. He brings to life a set of
conversations -- in taverns and courtrooms, at
home and work -- which took place among
suspected witches, accusers, witnesses, and
spectators. The accusations, denials, and
confessions of this legal story eventually
resurrect the tangled internal tensions that lay at
the bottom of the Salem witch hunts.
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian,
and contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe is the first book in The
Chronicles of Narnia.
Have you ever wished your cat could talk to you?
If so, allow my story to be your cautionary tale.
My life was going just fine by most standards. I
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ran a successful business in a tight-knit magical
community, and lived just blocks from a beautiful
lake and series of hiking trails. Then Selene
showed up. According to some magical code I
inherit my aunt's ancient familiar; a grumpy tenpound cat with a broken filter. She fancies
herself something of a saber-toothed tiger, and
claims to have wrestled the thread of her ninth
life from the hands of the Fates themselves although, I'm pretty sure that last part isn't true.
Almost positive. I'm still looking into the magical
fine print, but in the meantime I'm stuck as the
guardian to a cat with the personality of Sophia
from the Golden Girls. Oh, and by another cruel
twist of fate, my ex-husband just moved back into
town. I thought I couldn't take any more, but
when a murder rocks my small community, I wind
up entangled in the investigation thanks to a
handsome stranger. If only life came equipped
with a rewind button. **Witchy Whiskers is the
first book in a brand new series by paranormal
mystery author, Danielle Garrett. Grab your copy
now and dive into a colorful world filled with
magic, mystery, adventure, and a spark or two of
romance.**
Capturing witches Binding boggarts Driving away
ghosts For years, Old Gregory has been the Spook
for the county, ridding the local villages of evil.
Now his time is coming to an end. But who will
take over for him? Twenty-nine apprentices have
tried–some floundered, some fled, some failed to
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stay alive. Only Thomas Ward is left. He's the last
hope; the last apprentice. Can Thomas succeed?
Will he learn the difference between a benign
witch and a malevolent one? Does the Spook's
warning against girls with pointy shoes include
Alice? And what will happen if Thomas
accidentally frees Mother Malkin, the most evil
witch in the county ... ?
Witch Way Is Up?
The Magic and Power of Witches of Color
Witchery
The Witches' Advocate
Makers of the Salem Witchcraft Trials
The Witch Haven
"Once upon a time, there lived three
witches…." As a child, Amarrah loved her
grandmother's stories of three witches who
were members of the king's harem. But they
were more than just stories. Amarrah knows
she was there with them…and now their
legacy, along with an ancient box that once
belonged to them, lies in her hands.
Charged with keeping the box safe, Amarrah
is heartbroken when it is stolen from her
while she moves to America. Years later, she
is shocked to see it on TV and is determined
to get it back. Tracking the artifact leads
her to Sergeant Harrison Brockson, a
handsome soldier who stirs memories of a
man she knew centuries ago in ancient
Babylon. Is Harrison the key to finding the
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box—or could he be her destiny? Prequel
novella to Maggie Shayne's exciting trilogy,
The Portal.
In prose and poetry the witch is examined as
historical reality and as
archetype--Halloween hag, full-breasted
seductress, natural healer, never without
peer, scapegoat, and lingering vestige of a
primeval religion
Features news briefs that focus on the
persecution of women in Iran, compiled by
the National Council of Resistance of Iran.
A 40-year-old Witch with a New Career A
Gargoyle Sheriff Raising a Teenaged
Daughter And an Enchanted Island Full of
Secrets Career-driven witch, Shayla Loci, is
about to turn forty and is ready for a
change. When she retires from capturing
criminal supernaturals for the government,
she figures her days of chasing bad guys are
over. Little did she know her new job as the
game warden on Enchanted Island would
thrust her right back into harm's way...and
she wasn't even officially on the clock yet!
But when Sheriff Stone enlists her help to
find out who killed an island resident,
Shayla readily agrees. Between sorting
through alibis, gathering clues, and
mentoring a wayward teenager on how to be
a witch...Shayla's life is hectic. If only her
estranged dad--the King--wouldn't insist she
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take her bodyguard, Needles, with her
everywhere she goes. Just when Shayla
believes she's identified the killer, a new
threat emerges...leaving her to make a snap
decision that may cost her her life. This new
paranormal cozy series with a twist on
midlife discovery will leave you guessing and
hungry for more!
Dance Upon the Air
Persecution of Women
A Matter-Of-Fact Magic Book: Witch in the
House
Print and Visual Culture in Sixteenthcentury Europe
Deadly Claws
Salem, 1692

In this major new book, Wolfgang Behringer
surveys the phenomenon of witchcraft past and
present. Drawing on the latest historical and
anthropological findings, Behringer sheds new
light on the history of European witchcraft, while
demonstrating that witch-hunts are not simply part
of the European past. Although witch-hunts have
long since been outlawed in Europe, other
societies have struggled with the idea that
witchcraft does not exist. As Behringer shows,
witch-hunts continue to pose a major problem in
Africa and among tribal people in America, Asia
and Australia. The belief that certain people are
able to cause harm by supernatural powers
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endures throughout the world today. Wolfgang
Behringer explores the idea of witchcraft as an
anthropological phenomenon with a historical
dimension, aiming to outline and to understand the
meaning of large-scale witchcraft persecutions in
early modern Europe and in present-day Africa. He
deals systematically with the belief in witchcraft
and the persecution of witches, as well as with the
process of outlawing witch-hunts. He examines the
impact of anti-witch-hunt legislation in Europe,
and discusses the problems caused in societies
where European law was imposed in colonial
times. In conclusion, the relationship between
witches old and new is assessed. This book will
make essential reading for all those interested in
the history and anthropology of witchcraft and
magic.
A journey through a land where Milo learns the
importance of words and numbers provides a cure
for his boredom.
Magic is about to meet murder in Willow
BayAngela Martin lives a pretty normal life. As
normal as the life of a witch who can talk to
animals can be, anyway. Until she shows up to
work one day and finds a dead body. Of course, in
a small town like Willow Bay this means everyone
is obviously on edge. Between the cops who have
never investigated a murder before, the crazy hot
but infuriating guy Angela is sure has something to
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do with the murder and clients threatening to
move to Canada, Angela starts to wonder if things
are ever going to be normal again. But as Angela
comes closer to the truth, she finds herself in the
murderer's crosshairs. Will she be able to solve the
case before she becomes the next victim? The Purrfect Crime is the first book in the Willow Bay
Witches series of paranormal cozy mysteries. It's a
full-length novel full of funny and sarcastic best
friends, a touch of magic, a snarky talking cat and
a little bit of romance.
When Cassie runs away from her dreary boarding
school, in search of her missing mother, she ends
up in the magical village of Hedgely and discovers
she comes from a family of witches - women who
protect Britain from the denizens of Faerie, who
are all too real and far more frightening than the
story books suggest.
Widows and Witches
Terror and Fantasy in Baroque Germany
Small Town Witch
Garden Spells
Enchanted Feminism
Witchin' USA
From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author-the first book in the reissued
Three Sisters Island trilogy is a tale of
friendship, fate, and the mysterious ways
of the heart.
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Once upon a time, there lived a man with
five rambunctious daughters. They were an
average American farming family except for
one minor detail. The man was a warlock,
and all of his daughters were
witchlets—half witch and half human. It
was the Fourth of July, and Amberly
Blakeney knew her time had come to find
her heart's call. The last thing she
expected was to discover that her new love
harbored a secret that could jeopardize
their future happiness. To make matters
worse, when her father learns Matt's
secret, he refuses to let Matt and Amberly
have their Happily Ever After. And he will
do whatever it takes, humanly or
magically, to keep the young couple apart.
From the gruesome ogress in Hansel and
Gretel to the hags at the sabbath in
Faust, the witch has been a powerful
figure of the Western imagination. In the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
thousands of women confessed to being
witches—of making pacts with the Devil,
causing babies to sicken, and killing
animals and crops—and were put to death.
This book is a gripping account of the
pursuit, interrogation, torture, and
burning of witches during this period and
beyond. Drawing on hundreds of original
trial transcripts and other rare sources
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in four areas of Southern Germany, where
most of the witches were executed, Lyndal
Roper paints a vivid picture of their
lives, families, and tribulations. She
also explores the psychology of witchhunting, explaining why it was mostly
older women that were the victims of witch
crazes, why they confessed to crimes, and
how the depiction of witches in art and
literature has influenced the
characterization of elderly women in our
own culture.
Join the national bestselling authors of
the Missing Pieces Mysteries as they
conjure up the first supernatural mystery
in the Retired Witches series... Once upon
a time in Wilmington, North Carolina,
three witches ran a curio shop named
Smuggler’s Arcane. But as the years
passed, their magical powers started to
fade—leaving them no choice but to conjure
up a retirement package… Before they could
blink their eyes or twitch their noses,
Molly, Elsie, and Olivia somehow became
eligible for AARP. But they can’t fly off
to Boca Raton just yet. First they must
give up their magic, recruit and train
three new witches, and pass on their
cherished spellbook. They’ve barely begun
to consider potential practitioners when
Olivia winds up dead and their spellbook
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is stolen. To honor their friend and
reclaim their spells, Molly and Elsie are
about to go wand-to-wand with a dangerous
young witch more powerful than the trio
was in their prime. And this time they’re
going to need more than magic up their
sleeves...
Legacy of the Witch
A Nine Lives Magic Mystery
Being an Account of the Tryals of Several
Witches Lately Executed in New England
Enter Three Witches
Charmed to Death
The Purr-Fect Crime (a Paranormal Cozy
Mystery) (Willow Bay Witches 1)
Winner of the 2017 Newbery Medal The New
York Times Bestseller An Entertainment
Weekly Best Middle Grade Book of 2016 A
New York Public Library Best Book of 2016
A Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2016
An Amazon Top 20 Best Book of 2016 A
Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2016 A
School Library Journal Best Book of 2016
Named to KirkusReviews’ Best Books of 2016
2017 Booklist Youth Editors’ Choice Every
year, the people of the Protectorate leave
a baby as an offering to the witch who
lives in the forest. They hope this
sacrifice will keep her from terrorizing
their town. But the witch in the Forest,
Xan, is kind. She shares her home with a
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wise Swamp Monster and a Perfectly Tiny
Dragon. Xan rescues the children and
delivers them to welcoming families on the
other side of the forest, nourishing the
babies with starlight on the journey. One
year, Xan accidentally feeds a baby
moonlight instead of starlight, filling
the ordinary child with extraordinary
magic. Xan decides she must raise this
girl, whom she calls Luna, as her own. As
Luna’s thirteenth birthday approaches, her
magic begins to emerge--with dangerous
consequences. Meanwhile, a young man from
the Protectorate is determined to free his
people by killing the witch. Deadly birds
with uncertain intentions flock nearby. A
volcano, quiet for centuries, rumbles just
beneath the earth’s surface. And the woman
with the Tiger’s heart is on the prowl . .
. The Newbery Medal winner from the author
of the highly acclaimed novel The Witch’s
Boy.
Thrilling and atmospheric historical
fantasy following a young woman who
discovers she has magical powers and is
thrust into a battle between witches and
wizards.
The Phantom Tollbooth
A History of English Witchcraft and Its
Legal Perspectives, 1542 to 1736
A Global History
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